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Alliance Operations in Kosovo:
Setting Conditions to Win the Peace

by MAJ Heather Clevenger and CPT Michael Robinson
while serving as the Battle Group Intelligence Officer and 
Battle Group Plans Chief with the 525th Battlefield Sur-
veillance Brigade during their service as Headquarters, 
Multi-National Battle Group (East), KFOR-17. 



INTRODUCTION

While the discourse of American military efforts in the 
21st-century has been dominated by the nature of counterin-
surgency operations and urban warfare, perhaps its most salient 
output has been a renewed understanding of the importance of 
‘whole of government’ approaches to future Army operations. 
Leveraging the collective capabilities of all elements of national 
power towards the accomplishment of over-arching political ob-
jectives is, therefore, critical to the rapid cessation of hostilities 
and the subsequent winning of the peace. In no theatre has this 
concept been so thoroughly explored than in American involve-
ment in the NATO-led Kosovo Forces (KFOR) mission, where 
the alliance has engaged in Peace Support Operations (PSO) 
since the withdrawal of Federal Yugoslav (now Serbian) forces 
in 1999. Insofar as doctrine provides us a framework of PSO, 
Kosovo proves a useful case study in understanding the nature 
of intelligence and operations activities in a mature peace-sup-
port environment, as well as the necessity that military and 
political agencies be effectively synchronized.

While involvement in the Kosovo mission now spans several 
decades, the NATO-led military arm of the operation has expe-
rienced a constant evolution in its focus since its original inter-
vention aimed at rectifying the ethnic Albanian refugee crisis 
and preventing further Serbian hostility. In order to fully under-
stand the intricate relationship of intelligence and operations in 
this theatre, it is necessary to address two essential factors. First, 
the American military operates as part of a multi-national force 
in its efforts. This is significant in that American military tasks 
are not directed by an American political entity like the Depart-
ment of State; instead, the direction of American intelligence 
and operational activities are driven by a coalition headquarters. 
As a result, the perspective for our analysis will be as a decidedly 
American one, but with the additional considerations that come 
with our involvement in a coalition mission. Second, Peace 
Support Operations, doctrinally envisioned by NATO publica-
tion AJP 3.4.1 as “multi-functional … military, diplomatic, and 
humanitarian” efforts to affect “long term political settlements,” 
define two core functions of the peace-support force. While 
the military arm of the operation acts as the “Fixing Force,” 
setting the conditions for a safe and secure environment (SASE) 
for both international actors and the host-nation population, 
the international civilian community constitutes the “Strik-
ing Force,” addressing the root causes of political unrest. It is 
through this lens that we will analyze American military contri-
butions to KFOR and the nature of intelligence gathering and 
operational efforts.1 

INTELLIGENCE: TRACKING THE 
ENVIRONMENT
Intelligence in the context of PSO

As peace-support operations doctrine at the coalition level 
dictates, there is an innate requirement for “good intelligence to 
find and identify the causes of the problem.”2  While continuous 
collection, effective sharing, and efficient processing capability 
are all prescribed and essential, perhaps the most important 
directive is the warning that “conventional military analysis 
activities may need to be augmented” in light of changing atmo-
spherics.3  If the military arm of the peace-support effort is one 
of two ‘forces’ dedicated to addressing the causes of unrest, then 
intelligence is similarly one of two elements within the ‘fixing 
force’ that provides an accurate picture wherein operational 
efforts can be targeted effectively. Sequentially, we can chart 
unrest within the population as they lead towards overt action, 
a process which the intelligence wing is uniquely suited to 
chronicle. Initially, the military function of the overall mission 
was primary to maintenance of an effective cease-fire and the 
establishment of a safe environment wherein civilian agencies 
could operate. Success in achieving this goal has led to a new 
reality for peace-support forces. With military operations in 
Kosovo having evolved to ‘third responder’ status, the key task 
of the intelligence function is to maintain effective understand-
ing of the environment and provide early warning for operation-
al forces to intervene or pre-empt negative action. 

Developing models to chart atmospherics

One of the more unique aspects of the Kosovo theatre’s con-
duct of PSO is that, given the maturity of the theatre and the 
development of the host nation’s security institutions, KFOR 
is designated as a response element that intervenes only when 
the Kosovo Police (KP) and EULEX (European Union Rule 
of Law Mission) – the first and second responders, respective-
ly – cannot suitably restore order. This “third responder” role 
creates an operational situation where civil unrest or violence 
must escalate to the point where the first responder – Kosovo 
Police Forces – and the second responder EULEX are unable 
to mitigate the threat with their resources and capabilities and 
require KFOR to respond.  This third responder role nearly 
eliminates the commander’s ability seize the initiative. However, 
using intelligence to build layers of early warning in the form of 
indicators and warnings establishes a method for intelligence to 
define and continuously re-define the operational environment 
by identifying recognizable effects that occur as violence esca-
lates.  Researching and analyzing historical population respons-
es and adversary incidents of violence, it is possible to establish 
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a common sequence of events or Escalation of Violence Model.  
The Escalation of Violence (EoV) model (see Figure 1) describes 
that a single incident will create two types of responses from the 
population, a civil response and a competitor response. A civil 
response is planned to demonstrate a peaceful show of discon-
tent to trigger political, social or economic reaction. A compet-
itor response is planned to incite intense emotion and dissatis-
faction in an effort to trigger a secondary escalating event. 

In Kosovo, it was simple to establish that nearly all incidents 
that lead to violence follow a similar six step pattern. The first 

step, or trigger event, is any event that causes a civil or com-
petitor response.  In Kosovo, these events tend to be related to 
political announcements and decisions, high profile arrests, or 
any ethnic symbolic desecration.  The trigger event will imme-
diately and nearly simultaneously cause the second step, media 
reaction, in the form of radio, TV, print, and more importantly, 
social media and social networking. The stoking of emotions 
and reactions will create the third step, a ‘stakeholder meeting’, 
where leaders of different elements will decide on their formal 
reaction to the trigger event. The fourth step requires establish-
ing logistics and support for the reaction event by obtaining 
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permits, establishing security, advertising and other necessary 
factors. Steps one through four can occur over several hours 
to several days depending on the type of trigger event and the 
emotional scope of the reaction.  The fifth step is the ‘second-
ary event’, which is the point at which the most potential for 
violence to escalate exists. It is this secondary event that has the 
potential to move towards the sixth step, either the most likely 
course of action (MLCOA) – a civil response through leader 
engagement and self-policing – or the most dangerous course of 
action (MDCOA), the competitor response that stokes extreme 
emotions and instigates violence.  In order to determine which 
course of action the secondary event is trending towards the 
MLCOA/MDCOA is broken down into indicators. 

The indicators and warning model is a detailed description of 
seemingly random events that could occur that when laid in or-
der over time beginning on the left and increase in violence and 
intensity towards the right of the spectrum. These indicators 
must incorporate elements of both the MLCOA and MDCOA 
in order to provide an effective description of the environment.  
Just as the doctrinal template of enemy positions across terrain 
assists in combating conventional forces,  this model templates 
“events across time” in order to pre-empt threats to a peaceful 
environment. Identifying specific indicators provides a road-
map of priority intelligence requirements (PIR) for a specific 
event that essentially builds a unit’s collection plan. Once the 
indicators are established over time it is easy to identify poten-
tial points where violence passes through thresholds that may 
require action by KFOR. These thresholds are then established 
as decision points and become the basis for the operational 
decision support matrix.  

Once generated, the EoV Model enables the battle desk to 
process seemingly random reports from multiple sources and 
battle-track the event through identifying which indicators 
have triggered and, therefore, establishing a common operating 
picture of the environment.  More importantly, the unit as a 
whole now has a common understanding of the environment 
and the Battle Group Commander’s decision matrix which 
enables lower echelons to develop their own decision matrices. 
This Escalation of Violence model can be utilized for any and all 
events that occur in a conflict or other like environments.

Ultimately, if we continue our visualization of the ‘fixing force’ 
as an intelligence function and an operational function, the 
development of new analytical models to augment conventional 
collection methods is an essential measure in assessing the oper-
ational environment. Sequentially, the intelligence function will 
measure the volatility of the surrounding environment, chart 
its likely progress based on internal and external influences, and 

provide operational forces early-warning in order to pre-empt 
or mitigate any threat to the safety and security of the area. The 
EoV and Indicators and Warning models are essential tools in 
handing off the collection effort, managed by intelligence cells, 
to the mitigation effort, managed by operational command and 
staff elements.

OPERATIONS: THE FIXING FORCE
Operational efforts in a PSO environment
 
If the intelligence function provides an accurate picture of the 
escalation of violence, trends in competitor action, or key events 
and forecasted impacts, the operations function capitalizes on 
these insights to direct timely, effective, and properly-focused 
efforts to establish or re-establish a safe and secure environment. 
If we imagine the ‘fixing force’ as two elements, the intelligence 
and operational wings, they work both sequentially and simulta-
neously to assess, predict, and mitigate threats to the security of 
the ‘striking force’, or, namely, the international civilian pres-
ence. When analyzing the nature of operations in the Kosovo 
theatre, it is critical to address two factors: first, all operations 
must perform military tasks in support of a larger goal or politi-
cal objective, and, second, that operations must properly utilize 
intelligence-driven understanding of the environment when 
targeting military efforts.
 
Within the context of Peace Support Operations, the actions 
of military forces are understandably limited to peace-keeping 
tasks designed to enforce consensual agreements or cease-fires, 
or peace-enforcement tasks authorizing coercive efforts to 
re-establish peace.4  In a mature theatre such as Kosovo, where 
local institutions and security agencies have been developed to 
the point of independent functionality, the military role is even 
more limited, forcing KFOR to act as the previously-described  
‘third responder’ to environmental security threats. Nonethe-
less, operations are inexorably linked to the over-arching objec-
tives of the coalition headquarters and its political leadership in 
the North Atlantic Council (NAC), the United Nations (UN), 
and constituent assemblies. Understanding this limited but 
essential role is pivotal to preventing an improper application of 
counterinsurgency principles to a theatre that is not in need of 
its prescriptions.

Military operations in support of a safe environment
 
As we have shown, the intelligence function tracks the escala-
tion of atmospheric indicators that can lead to a disruption in 
the peace, allowing the operational function to either pre-empt 
or mitigate those threats. With KFOR’s over-arching objective 
being the maintenance of a safe and secure environment, both 
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actions are possible within the context of the mission’s man-
date. Pre-emptive operations may range from over-flight of the 
pseudo-border between Kosovo and Serbia – the Administra-
tive Boundary Line (ABL) – to deter illegal activity, to patrols 
through major population centers designed to assure both 
the citizenry and the international community of the military 
capability to respond to active threats. In both cases, day-to-day 
operations are designed to prevent the influence of external or 
internal factors to disrupt an otherwise stable environment. 
Similarly, operations may be steered to pre-empt flashpoint 
events, such as ethnic or religious celebrations like Vidovdan 
(Serbian holiday) and the Black Madonna festival (a Christian 
pilgrimage in Albania), or political milestones such as the mu-
nicipal or parliamentary elections. Again, increased operations 
are used in a pre-emptive manner to deter escalation.
 
Just as the operations function can exploit forewarning of 
future events, so too can military efforts be used in a responsive 
manner to mitigate unforeseen or underestimated events within 
the environment. Insofar as AJP 3.4.1 directs the peace-sup-
port force to “shape the immediate environment,” maintaining 
crowd-riot control (CRC) and mobile force projection capabil-
ities are essential to rapidly and decisively restoring a safe and 
secure environment when threatened.5 Whether it be the unex-
pected escalation of violence during political events or protests, 
the construction of roadblocks and other obstacles to military 

freedom of movement, or emergency support to members of the 
international community, KFOR operations can often take on a 
decidedly reactive tone, necessary in its role as ‘third responder’. 
Consequently, while the intelligence wing of the fixing forces 
must be able to chart trends and indicators, the operations wing 
must be able to quickly and accurately tailor appropriate re-
sponse measures or pre-emptive actions that do not violate the 
mission’s mandate. 

Using intelligence to focus operations
 
The essential link between the intelligence and operations func-
tions in such a mature PSO environment as Kosovo is the use of 
indicators and escalation trends as benchmarks for operational 
decision-making. Thus far, our analysis has shown how the 
intelligence wing of the ‘fixing force’ maps the environment and 
produces dynamic and robust models that monitor progress and 
trends. Furthermore, we have shown how operational elements 
can use the advanced warning offered by proper information 
collection to plan and prepare for deliberate or sudden events 
effectively. The final element of efficient intelligence-opera-
tions synergy is converting the indicators and warnings model 
into operational decision points that will better prepare the 
peace-support force to ensure a safe and secure environment.
Whether it is for rapidly-escalating flashpoint actions or long-
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planned political or cultural events, the operations element of 
the staff can utilize the standard indicators and warning model 
produced by the intelligence cell to escalate operational mea-
sures in a manner commensurate with the escalating proba-
bility of violence. These decisions can be driven by a number 
of factors. The first is operational necessity and the role of the 
peace-support force. In the case of KFOR, its designated ‘third 
responder’ role obliges the operational staff to chart decision 
points that embrace increased flexibility and response time 
to events. While this runs contrary to our traditional under-
standing of initiative, the delicate nature of PSO demands that 
the force tie escalating trends in potential violence to prepa-
ration vice action. This can mean alerting aerial assets, tasking 
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), preparing CRC forces, or 
generally increased Quick Reaction Force (QRF) capability.

Next, disposition of available assets in sector can influence 
at which point along the spectrum of escalation the notice-
to-move time for response forces or aviation assets should be 
reduced. The position of CRC-equipped elements, proximity 
to urban centers, the availability of forward deployed refueling 
stations for aviation, and force protection measures can all drive 
at which point the operations cell can direct increased posture. 

Finally, additional operational priorities can influence the na-
ture of decision points. The necessity of forces to maintain capa-
bility for standing contingency plans, facilitate base defense, and 
provide enduring quick-reaction forces may affect how much of 
the operational force is tasked with operational efforts. 

Ultimately, a robust analysis of potential threats to the environ-
ment conducted by the intelligence wing is wasted if they are 
not exploited for operational gain. A complete indicators and 
warnings template should essentially represent actual events 
over time, in accordance with the escalation of violence model, 
with operational decision points along the entire spectrum. 
As discussed, these operational decisions should posture the 
peace-support force for increased flexibility and the ability to 
respond when activated. In the Kosovo theatre, the nature of 
the military force as ‘third responder’ requires that operational 
staff designate decision points that allow the commander to 
re-establish a safe and secure environment when threatened. 
When flashpoint events precipitate a rapid escalation to KFOR 
involvement, accurate intelligence processing is even more 
critical to success. Combined, the intelligence and operations el-
ements of the ‘fixing force’ create the necessary security environ-
ment for the international community, particularly in Kosovo, 
to address key causes of regional instability.
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German Soldiers conducting crowd control training during a KFOR mission rehearsal exercise at the Joint 
Multi-National Readiness Center in Hohenfels Germany, January 28th 2014.
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WORKING WITH THE STRIKING FORCE: 
COOPERATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION

With the establishment of suitable models and processes that 
engender a constant flow of intelligence collection and op-
erational preparedness, the environment is set to allow the 
‘striking force’ of PSO to address the symptoms and causes of 
the theatre’s conflict. In the Kosovo theatre, coordination with 
multi-national, intergovernmental, and regional organizations 
is essential to the synchronization of political objectives and 
military tasks. American military involvement in the KFOR 
mission is, by mandate, subject to the overarching prescriptions 
of its political leadership. As envisioned by the UN and NATO, 
the international civil presence, represented most notably by 
organizations like EULEX and the OSCE (Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe), will ultimately be the 
driving force of stabilization for Kosovo-Serbia relations. As 
such, the military arm of the peace-support operations, KFOR, 
must maintain close ties with these organizations in order to en-
sure that political objectives do not outpace military capacity, or 
that military efforts do not stray from the overarching objective.
 
Again, seemingly contrary to the lessons of Iraq and Afghani-
stan, the military should not be utilized as the prime mover for 
efforts pertaining to institutional development or regional poli-
tics, especially in a thoroughly-developed theatre such as Koso-
vo. Instead, KFOR must maintain understanding of the intent 
of its political leadership, and forecast threats to the environ-
ment that may result. This relationship is particularly important 
with regards to potentially controversial political decisions, 
institutional legitimacy, tax or customs collection, and cultural 
endorsement, all of which can be at the direction of the ‘striking 
force’, but may negatively impact the safety of the environment. 
Deliberate political processes, such as elections, will frequently 
involve oversight from intergovernmental organizations like 
OSCE, obliging KFOR to account for their security and the 
continued stability of the environment. Even when not acting 
kinetically, KFOR can provide a useful source of lessons learned 
and advice for the international presence to predict potential 
flashpoints. Collectively, the involvement of the international 
civil presence and their primacy in the mission’s completion 
forces the military arm to target its effort carefully. In addition 
to a well-honed intelligence-operations cycle, a close relation-
ship with adjacent organizations will help to ensure a well-pre-
pared force ready to intervene when necessary.

CONCLUSION
 
Throughout the course of our analysis we have described the 
core functions of the peace-support force, articulated the dis-

tinction and linkage between intelligence and operations within 
the ‘fixing force’, demonstrated the need for adaptive models 
and collection techniques that track escalating trends, and the 
necessity of tying intelligence-based forecasts to operational de-
cision-making. With a unified and mutually-supporting security 
force, the conditions are set for international civilian partners 
to execute the core tasks of the operation, namely, institu-
tion-building and diplomatic normalization. While it is critical 
that the security force be able to operate with satisfactory effi-
ciency by developing robust processes and procedures, it is just 
as important that the military wing of PSO coordinate thor-
oughly with civilian agencies in order to synchronize long-term 
planning objectives and short-term operational requirements. 
 
Ultimately, the success of peace-support operations hinges on 
the effective unity of intelligence-driven understanding and 
appropriately-scaled operations. In the Kosovo theatre, KFOR’s 
role as ‘third responder’ is the result of years of environment 
maturation, increased security, and highly-developed local 
capacity. As such, there is a wealth of knowledge to be gained by 
thorough analysis of the operation. 

NOTES:

1  AJP 3.4.1, Peace Support Operations ( July 2001), 6-2 .
2  AJP 3.4.1, 6-5.
3  AJP 3.4.1, 6-5.
4  AJP 3.4.1, 6-8.
5  AJP 3.4.1, 6-1.
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IAPTC
The 20th Anniversary of  the International Association of  
Peacekeeping Training Centers (IAPTC) was celebrated in 
Jakarta, Indonesia from 22-26 June 2014.  The Indonesian 
National Defense Forces Peacekeeping Centre (INDF PKC) 
hosted the event. Dr.  James Embrey, Professor of  Stability 
Operations and Ms. Karen Finkenbinder, Rule of  Law, Justice, 
and Reconciliation Advisor, attended the conference. 

The theme was “Towards a Global Peacekeeping Training 
Architecture” and was attended by more than 80 countries.  For 
the most part, it is the only opportunity for those responsible 
for training and educating soldiers, police, and civilians for peace 
operations to share lessons learned, methodologies, and discuss 
difficulties with the United Nations and Regional Organizations. 
The event was opened by several dignitaries, to include the Chief  of  Staff  of  the Indonesian Military, the Commandant of  the 
Peacekeeping Centre and the Senior Advisor to the Minster of  Foreign Affairs.  Each region presented an update on their vari-
ous training and education efforts.

The Director of  the UN Training Service presented an overview of  current training and education. A workshop on Impact 
Assessment was conducted as well as various functional break-out groups.  Dr. Embrey participated in the pedagogy workshop 
and Ms. Finkenbinder participated in Rule of  Law Strategic Guidance Framework and Women, Peace, and Security groups.  The 
results of  the conference will be used to inform Joint doctrine, concepts, education and training as well ensure that all products 
are designed to provide the desired impact. 

CHAD
PKSOI’s Dwight Raymond conducted a seminar on UN Peace-
keeping in N’Djamena, Chad from 23-30 June. Participants 
included twenty Chadian officers from two battalions who will 
deploy this summer to the UN peacekeeping mission in Mali 
(MINUSMA). PKSOI was joined by a U.S. Army officer who 
is currently assigned to MINUSMA, and the instructor team 
provided training on the United Nations, Mandate Develop-
ment and Implementation, Peacekeeper Conduct, Peacekeeping 
Mission Organization and Functions, UN Infantry Battalion 
Missions, Staff Procedures,  the Protection of Civilians, and 
MINUSMA Operations and Issues. Seminar attendees also 
participated in a staff exercise to conduct mission analysis and to 
begin development of a concept of operations for the upcoming 
mission. The instructor team also conducted two office calls 
with the U.S. Ambassador to Chad. The seminar was well-re-
ceived by the Chadian participants, who were appreciative of this 
effort to help them prepare for their upcoming complex and important mission.

 IAPTC 2014 VIDEO, click here to play ►
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Global Animal Health Engagement: Augmenting Military 
and Professional Veterinary Competencies Toward Effective

   Support of Peace and Stability Operations      

by Paul J. Hollier, DVM, MPH*; Corrie C. Brown, DVM, PhD†; 
Bob E. Walters, DVM, MPH‡; John L. Poppe, DVM, MPH-TM§



BACKGROUND

Veterinary Corps Officers have been planning and conducting 
animal health activities in support of stability operations for 
at least 70 years.1 Typically, these activities were developed on 
an ad hoc basis and measured effectiveness by the quantity of 
veterinary services delivered. The higher the number of patient 
encounters the more impact the activity was considered to have. 
A limitation of this approach to measuring effect is that there 
is insufficient evidence to link “animals treated” to overarching 
U.S. goals and objectives and free distribution of veterinary 
services has anecdotally been linked to economic hardship on 
local veterinary businesses. In 2005, the Department of Defense 
issued a directive that officially recognized stability operations 
as an essential component of the range of military operations2  
and it was incorporated into FM 7-15 The Army Universal Task 
List. This defined the stability operations mission and allowed 
the U.S. Army to more closely examine the link between animal 
health activities and broader military objectives.  

At the request of the Army G3/5/7 Strategy, Plans and Poli-
cy office, RAND Arroyo Center and the RAND Center for 
Military Health conducted a doctrine, organization, training, 
material, leadership, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF) 
assessment and in 2008, published “Toward the Effective Use 
of Military Veterinarians in Stability Operations.” This re-
port highlighted gaps and made several recommendations for 
military veterinary utilization in Iraq and Afghanistan.3  The 
Department of Defense Veterinary Service Activity acted on 
RAND’s recommendations beginning with the immediate need 
of training Veterinary Corps Officers to design and implement 
meaningful and measurable animal health activities that are 
linked to broader U.S. goals and objectives in Iraq and Afghan-
istan. 

GLOBAL ANIMAL HEALTH ENGAGEMENT

Subsequent to the RAND study, Department of Defense Vet-
erinary Services focused efforts to train and educate Veterinary 
Corps Officers tasked to support stability operations. This in-
volved analysis of the stability operations task and characterized 
global animal health engagement as a function of veterinary 
support to stability operations. 

Veterinary Support to Stability Operations

In September 2009, a veterinary support to stability operations 
working group was convened by Department of Defense Veter-
inary Service Activity to define the role for military veterinari-
ans in support of stability operations. Utilizing Army Task 7.3 
Conduct Stability Operations as a framework for analysis, the 
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working group participants determined the link between ani-
mal health and the Army’s task to establish civil security, estab-
lish civil control, restore essential services, support governance, 
and support economic and infrastructure development.4  At 
the conclusion of the working group meeting “global veterinary 
medicine expertise” was identified as having a role to play in the 
five stability operations sub-tasks, but was especially relevant 
for restoring essential services and supporting economic and 
infrastructure development.

Principles of Reconstruction and Development 
 
Andrew Natsios identified nine principles of reconstruction 
and development in the autumn 2005 edition of Parameters. 
In his paper Natsios describes the nine principles in the context 
of Afghanistan for a military audience. The nine principles are: 
ownership, capacity building, sustainability, selectivity, assess-
ment, results, partnership, flexibility, and accountability.5  The 
RAND study also identified these nine principles as a guide to 
successful stability operations and highlighted ownership by 
the country’s leaders and people, capacity building, and sustain-
ability as essential to success and added “coordinated across the 
interagency” as a fourth pillar.6  

The traditional approach to animal health activities that deliv-
er free veterinary services and measures effect by quantity of 
services delivered has limited application in stability operations 
in the context of the nine principles of reconstruction and de-
velopment. It can be argued that under the stability operations 
task to restore essential services there is an application for direct 
veterinary service delivery as an emergency response function. 
For example, helping a partner nation’s Veterinary Services 
control a disease outbreak in livestock that threatens economic 
security of the people and subsequently government legitimacy. 
However, this is a narrow application under specific conditions 
and should not be generally applied.   

Global Animal Health Engagement

The application of “global veterinary medicine expertise” in 
support of stability operations within the context of Natsios’ 
principles is accomplished through global animal health engage-
ment. 

Global animal health engagements are agricultural, pub-
lic health and animal health activities and engagements 
that extend, augment or bridge gaps within host nation 
systematic framework; are utilized as tools to impact eco-
nomic, food, and health security outcomes; and are execut-
ed in accordance with United States Defense, Diplomacy 
and Development policy and guidance. 
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This definition, established by the veterinary support to stabil-
ity operations working group, highlights four key points about 
the role of veterinary services in stability operations. First, the 
reference to activities and engagements are descriptive terms 
that link global animal health engagement to the doctrinal 
definition of military engagement, “routine contact or interac-
tions with another nation’s armed forces or civilian authorities 
to build trust and confidence.”7  Second, it shifts the focus of 
animal health activities from free delivery of services to building 
animal health capacity. Third, it links veterinary service actions 
to economic, food and health security as a pathway to stability. 
Finally, it places global animal health engagement in an inter-
agency context.

ANALYSIS OF VETERINARY 
COMPETENCIES

Following the veterinary support to stability operations working 
group a deliberate effort was made to further clarify “global vet-
erinary medicine expertise” that is required to conduct global 
animal health engagements.  A review of the literature and 
established professional and military veterinary competencies 
were analyzed for relevance to the veterinary support to stability 
operations and global animal health engagement.  

Professional Veterinary Competencies

The American Veterinary Medical Association Council on Edu-
cation establishes the standards by which U.S. veterinary schools 
are accredited. By the American Veterinary Medical Association 
standard, a graduate of a U.S. veterinary school will have compe-
tence in:
 

Comprehensive patient diagnosis (problem solving skills), 
appropriate use of clinical laboratory testing, and record 
management; comprehensive treatment planning includ-
ing  patient referral when indicated; anesthesia and 
pain management, patient welfare; basic management; 
emergency and intensive care case management; health 
promotion, disease prevention/biosecurity, zoonosis, and 
food safety; client communications and ethical conduct; 
and critical analysis of new information and research 
findings relevant to veterinary medicine.8  

 
The American Veterinary Medical Association Council on Edu-
cation competencies are intended to ensure that graduate veteri-
narians of American Veterinary Medical Association accredited 
veterinary schools are competent to practice veterinary medi-
cine in a U.S. based animal health system. American Veterinary 
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Medical Association competencies are the expected baseline 
level of proficiency of a newly assessed Veterinary Corps Offi-
cer. These competencies focus on clinical practice of veterinary 
medicine and are applicable to the traditional model of animal 
health activity but have limited applicability to support stabil-
ity operations within the context of Natsios’ nine principles of 
development.

The World Organization for Animal Health developed Compe-
tencies for Day One Graduate Veterinarians intended to ensure 
the effective functioning of national Veterinary Service systems.  
These competencies include:
 

Disease prevention and control programmes, communi-
cation skills, trans-boundary animal disease, zoonoses 
(including food borne diseases), emerging and re-emerging 
diseases, epidemiology, organization of Veterinary Ser-
vices, general certification procedures, inspection and certi-
fication procedures, veterinary legislation and ethics, food 
hygiene, application of risk analysis, research, veterinary 
products, management of contagious disease, administra-
tion and management, animal welfare, and international 
trade framework.9   

  
The World Organization for Animal Health competencies are 
the international standard for graduate veterinarians to work 
in national Veterinary Service systems around the world. They 
include clinical competencies as well as competencies related to 
global animal health systems and programs. These competencies 
are relevant to veterinary support to stability operations within 
the context of Natsios’ nine principles of development; howev-
er, they are incomplete. They provide the required knowledge 
and skill to operate in the global animal health environment, 
but do not address the competencies required to build animal 
health capacity. While these competencies are partially relevant 
to the stability operations mission, they are not currently adopt-
ed or being taught in U.S. veterinary schools. 

Military Veterinary Competencies
 
Military veterinary competencies are described in the Army Vet-
erinary Corps Officer critical task list. The competency domains 
in the critical task list include: 
 

Food safety and defense, veterinary public health opera-
tions, veterinary service operations, general officership/
leadership, emergency care, clinical competence, laborato-
ry, anesthesia, surgery, dentistry, endodontics, radiology, 
large animal medicine, laboratory animal medicine, 
CBRNE (chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and 
explosive), and administrative.10 

The Veterinary Corps Officer critical task list competency 
domains build on the American Veterinary Medical Association 
Council on Education competencies of newly assessed Veteri-
nary Corps Officers. These competencies were last updated in 
2009 and reflect the four core functions of Veterinary Services: 
food safety, veterinary care of military and government-owned 
animals, prevention and control of animal disease and zoonotic 
disease, and support to medical research and development.11   
These competencies focus on force health protection and clin-
ical practice of veterinary medicine, and while some are appli-
cable to the traditional model of animal health activity, there is 
limited applicability to support stability operations within the 
context of Natsios’ nine principles of development.

Global Veterinary Medicine Competencies 

Literature review revealed a limited number of scholarly articles 
regarding “global veterinary medicine expertise.” A paper by 
Brown et al, The Global Veterinarian: The Why? The What? 
The How? (2006) provided the most comprehensive list global 
veterinary competencies to include: 

Intercultural communication; knowledge of disease sur-
veillance technologies including diagnostic tests; famil-
iarity with transboundary animal diseases, familiarity 
with infectious zoonotic diseases and bio-threat agents 
of concern; knowledge of effective prevention and control 
strategies for animal and human health priority diseases;  
understanding of world agriculture systems; understand-
ing world trade and international health regulations; 
educated perspective on trade and policy; awareness of in-
ternational organizations; comprehension of globalization 
of the food supply; ability to work in multidisciplinary 
teams; and interpersonal skills and flexibility.12  

The global veterinary medicine competencies described by 
Brown et al. include the required knowledge to operate in the 
global animal health environment as well as the skills required 
to conduct global animal health engagements in support of sta-
bility operations. Global veterinary medicine competencies by 
Brown et al. were adapted and expanded to include awareness 
of international animal health and public health organizations; 
project planning and evaluation; and ability to utilize relevant 
assessment methodologies to target and evaluate animal health 
activities, as a foundation to build training and education cur-
ricula. 

OPERATIONALIZING GLOBAL ANIMAL 
HEALTH ENGAGEMENT

Global Veterinary Medicine competencies were operationalized 
in 2010 through the Professional Postgraduate Short Course 
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Program – a specialized training opportunity offered by the 
Army Medical Department Center and School Academy of 
Health Sciences to promote leader development, readiness, and 
technological clinical competency.13  In collaboration with the 
University of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine, Depart-
ment of Defense Veterinary Services developed the Veterinary 
Support to Stability Operations Assessment and Production 
System Course and the Veterinary Support to Stability Opera-
tions Global Veterinary Medicine Course. These two 40 hour 
continuing education courses put global veterinary medicine 
competencies into practice allowing for further validation and 
refinement of the competencies and the global animal health 
engagement model.

The 2008 RAND study authors identified “modify Army 
Veterinary Service doctrine to include stability operations as a 
stated mission” as the most important study recommendation.14  
In June 2013 the Department of Defense updated Veterinary 
Service policy to include the responsibility to:

Provide veterinary coordination, manning, and support 
to plan and conduct agricultural, veterinary public health 
and animal health activities across the range of military 
operations, to include: support of Department of Defense 
stability operations, medical stability operations and 
global health strategic goals to include national strategy 
for countering biological threats.15  

This responsibility explicitly describes a role for veterinary ser-
vices in animal agriculture and public health capacity building 
efforts in support of various missions across the range of mili-
tary operations. This establishes the requirement necessary to 
align resources and develop doctrine.

IMPLICATIONS FOR VETERINARY SERVICES

Operationalizing global veterinary medicine competencies and 
updating Department of Defense Veterinary Service policy are 
the first steps to institutionalizing global animal health engage-
ment as a core function of Veterinary Services. This has implica-
tions for Veterinary Services efforts to validate and refine global 
veterinary medicine competencies, approval of global veterinary 
medicine competencies in the Veterinary Corps Officer criti-
cal task list, and integration of the global veterinary medicine 
competencies across the Veterinary Corps Officer training and 
education lifecycle.

Since the 2009 veterinary support to stability operations work-
ing group there have been 10 changes to FM 7-15 The Army 
Universal Task List.16  An updated analysis of the application 
of global veterinary medicine competencies to Army task 7.3 

Conduct Stability Operations including subtask 7.3.6 Con-
duct Security Force Assistance and expanded to Army task 5.4 
Conduct Civil Military Operations is necessary to characterize 
the applicability of global animal health engagement across the 
range of military operations. 

Veterinary Corps Officers have been trained and deployed to 
conduct animal health activities in the context of global animal 
health engagements since 2010. This provides cases to study 
how global veterinary medicine competencies are applied in 
practice. While continued efforts have been made to refine 
the delivery of global veterinary medicine competencies in the 
Veterinary Support to Stability Operations courses, a summa-
tive review is warranted to determine if the instructional design 
is meeting the intended outcomes. Periodic process reviews and 
summative assessments will allow Veterinary Services to validate 
and refine global veterinary competencies based on operational 
requirements.  

Refined global veterinary competencies that are matched 
against Army tasks can be included in the Veterinary Corps 
Officer critical task list. The last update of Veterinary Corps 
Officer critical task list was conducted in 2009 prior to identi-
fication of global veterinary medicine competencies and char-
acterization of global animal health engagement.  Integrating 
global veterinary medicine competencies into the next approved 
critical task list will further validate global animal health en-
gagement training and resource requirements.

A validated requirement for competence in global veterinary 
medicine also invites integration of global veterinary medicine 
competencies into the Veterinary Corps Officer education and 
training lifecycle, institutionalizing global veterinary medicine 
competencies and global animal health engagement as core 
functions of Department of Defense Veterinary Services. The 
established and refined learning objectives and course modules 
for the Veterinary Support to Stability Operations courses func-
tion as a framework for integrating global veterinary medicine 
competencies across the Veterinary Corps Officer education 
and training lifecycle based on skill level and expected opera-
tional need.

CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the process utilized to by Department of 
Defense Veterinary Services to identify the knowledge and skills 
required to effectively support stability operations, recognize 
the gaps in professional and military education, and character-
ize a method by which operational support is delivered. Global 
veterinary medicine competencies and global animal health 
engagements were characterized through analysis of the stability 
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operations task, but are applicable to other population-centric 
military operations e.g. civil military operations, counter insur-
gency operations, village stability operations and are applicable 
in support of security cooperation and security force assistance.  
The concept of a globally focused veterinary practitioner was 
novel for the U.S. Army Veterinary Corps.  Most military educa-
tion and training is focused on health service support functions 
and global veterinary medicine competencies are not taught in 
the U.S. veterinary school curricula. As the American veterinary 
profession responds to the changing global environment, newly 
assessed Veterinary Corps Officers will enter the service with a 
better understanding of the global environment relieving some 
of the pressure on the military education and training system. 
However, incorporation of global veterinary medicine compe-
tencies into the Veterinary Corps Officer critical task list and 
training and education lifecycle are required now to prepare 
Veterinary Corps Officers to conduct effective global animal 
health engagements across the range of military operations. 
Institutionalizing global veterinary medicine competencies are 
a step in the right direction toward the effective utilization of 
veterinarians in support of peace and stability operations.
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INTRODUCTION

Upon arriving in Port Au Prince in April 2013, my team was ea-
ger to learn and test a concept in development. When a Haitian 
business owner asked me in a not so friendly fashion “what can 
you do for my business,” it put the severity of the issue front and 
center considering the conditions there. We were blown away by 
the amount of poverty among people who only live only a short 
two hour flight away from Miami, Florida. When confronted 
with the brutal reality of despair on the faces of parents holding 
their sick children throughout the city, how could my team and 
I help the Haitian business owner or his employees in an ever 
changing global market? In a developing country such as Haiti, 
how could they possibly be competitive when their next door 
neighbor, the Dominican Republic, eclipses their economic 
potential? 

Prior to our arrival in Port Au Prince, my colleague Schaeffer 
DeArmond and I spent two years helping the local procurement 
effort in Central Asia for goods and services destined for coa-
lition forces in Afghanistan. Over this period and our concept 
development we began to notice parallel challenges of local 
procurement from international procurement entities. Com-
bining our experience with over a year of analysis with Thomas 
Calderwood on other local procurement activities, we believe 
that although there are key challenges in developing a local pro-
curement strategy, there are great rewards if planned properly 
and with host nation involvement. 

The concept of local procurement is accepted by a range of in-
ternationally operating procurement entities, including the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DoD), Department of State, the U.S. 
Agency for International Development, the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP), among others. Local pro-
curement presupposes that buying goods and services locally can 
have advantages over traditional methods of importing from the 
U.S. or other developed nations during humanitarian assistance/
disaster relief (HA/DR) operations. Buying goods and services 
locally can produce significant time and cost savings. Expanding 
on these findings in the DoD arena, the case is made for local 
procurement strategies in HA/DR, and long term sustainable 
development initiatives that mitigate common pitfalls of past ad 
hoc efforts. The divergent experiences in Central Asia and Haiti 
provided useful lessons, which offer practical solutions to devel-
op more effective local procurement strategies. These solutions 
span a range of challenging environments, including military 
engagements, development projects, and HA/DR operations. 

LOCAL PROCUREMENT CHALLENGES

Despite the benefits of a systemized local procurement strat-
egy, implementation remains problematic, and identification 

and utilization of local vendors consists of ad hoc execution 
strategies. Although policy goals are designed to increase local 
procurement and engage in sustainable economic develop-
ment practices, on-the-ground realities continue to undermine 
policymakers’ and organizations’ abilities to procure goods and 
services locally.   

During multiple tours to the Republic of Uzbekistan, Republic 
of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Kyrgyzstan from 2010-
2012, supporting the local procurement strategy for U.S. Cen-
tral Command (CENTCOM), the many challenges to imple-
menting local procurement policies were evident. Procurement 
entities were mandated to seek vendors in Central Asia before 
considering other countries, yet it was not uncommon to have 
items such as fruit juices, wood and shelf-sustainable subsis-
tence products sourced from the United Arab Emirates (UAE), 
Germany or even the U.S. While CENTCOM’s mandate was 
simple in theory - procuring products and services from Central 
Asia before other countries (even the UAE, which is relatively 
close) was neither simple nor uniform in its execution. Procure-
ment entities struggled to adapt, often failing to deliver on their 
mandate to locally procure goods and services.

The Manas Transit Center (MTC), located near Bishkek, 
Kyrgyzstan is the one of the gateways for U.S. and International 
Security Assistance Force service members transitioning in or 
out of Afghanistan.  In a meeting between top officials in the 
DoD logistics arena, we personally observed a senior official 
specifically instruct a subordinate entity charged with procure-
ment for the MTC, to procure all subsistence products, used to 
support MTC operations from local Kyrgyz vendors. This was 
a tall order as the MTC serves as a critical logistical point and 
also offers military personnel a needed respite from combat, 
as many incoming and outgoing personnel typically spend a 
few days at the MTC between flights. The MTC subsistence 
management subsequently provided us a tour of their large 
subsistence warehouse where many of the products served in 
the dining facility (DFAC) were stored. We were stunned to 
find that none of the products at the warehouse were sourced 
from Kyrgyzstan, or anywhere else in Central Asia. Despite the 
abundance of available foodstuff in and around Bishkek, not to 
mention the rest of Kyrgyzstan and Central Asia, why was the 
only example of ‘locally procured goods’ available at the DFAC, 
cookies? Why did the senior official’s order, which outlined that 
the local procurement strategy should be executed ‘without 
exception’, fail?  

Absent a truly systemized approach, ad-hoc systems continue 
to inhibit local procurement efforts in developing and post 
disaster economies. During the operation in Afghanistan, the 
U.S. Government (USG) bought lumber from German sources 
because it was priced far cheaper than lumber in Central Asia. 
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Yet after accounting for the costs of transporting the lumber 
from Germany to Afghanistan, the total procurement cost of 
the German lumber proved significantly more expensive than 
lumber available closer. When procurement entities sought out 
products in Central Asia, they often overwhelmed the vendor 
base. This was displayed through the myriad of procurement 
processes unique to individual organizations which unfortu-
nately created a formidable barrier between buyers and local 
vendors. Procurement agencies had different websites, different 
protocols, different contracting officers, and thus a very differ-
ent network of contacts. While there are inevitably overlaps be-
tween various agencies, their cultures and operating procedures 
led to an onslaught of confusion for the local vendor.   

During our concept development visit to Haiti, local procure-
ment among international procurement entities was also a 
difficult task to complete. The Haitian Ministry of Commerce 
(MoC) highlighted that crucial international aid efforts fa-
cilitate capacity improvement in support of sustainable local 
economic development efforts, which is critical to long-term 
development prospects. The wishes of the Haitian MoC could 
be fulfilled, in part, by perhaps the most surprising revelation 
made by my team during our concept development trip: the 
large number of local vendors that produced goods and pro-
vided services that could meet international requirements and 
specifications. Not only did a surprisingly large number of firms 
meet such standards, but their production capacity and the va-
riety of goods they were able to provide were tremendous. They 
merely lacked the knowledge to identify and bid on contract 
opportunities offered by international procurement entities. 
However, those that were aware of bidding processes still had 
issues winning contracts. 

Local vendors are often capable of meeting requirements more 
quickly and at a lower price than traditionally procured materi-
als, yet procurement entities are too frequently unaware of this 
local capacity. Take Huileries Haïtiennes, S.A (HUHSA), a 
Haitian subsistence and goods distributor for instance. HUH-
SA possessed sufficient ability and the capacity to stock the 
shelves of the subsistence warehouse for the United Nations’ 
Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH). This was not the 
case when we toured the UN facility and discovered rice from 
Pakistan, cooking oil from Belgium, juice from Cyprus, ketchup 
from the U.S., and other internationally procured goods. The 
unfortunate circumstance here is that the UN either lacked the 
ability to identify local capacity or simply stuck to what was 
easiest for them.  

Development theories suggest that the better way to support a 
local economy is for an international procurement entity to not 
rely upon one large, easy service provider or goods producer.  

The underlying logic is that the procurement of one commodity 
across more than one vendor prevents monopolistic practices 
by the sole firm that was awarded the contract, increases compe-
tition, and helps decrease corruption. Yet we observed in both 
Central Asia and Haiti that procurement entities either stopped 
or never started looking for alternative, smaller suppliers upon 
discovering a large local vendor or they maintained current 
contracts with existing large international vendors.   

LOCAL PROCUREMENT APPROACHES

While it is not simple to procure from local vendors in a devel-
oping country, it is also not impossible nor should procurement 
entities simply go with what’s “been working,” or the path of 
least resistance. Proposed approaches are extensive enough to 
address local procurement issues for not only DoD and other 
USG actors, but also key international actors, including the 
UN, the World Food Programme, and others. Agencies should 
consider a number of possible actions. Structured approaches 
that combine both a process and methodology for develop-
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ing local vendors, supported by an implementation process 
when necessary, are paramount for success. Without taking 
the initiative to look into the potential areas you may need to 
procure goods and services from, ad-hoc reactive local procure-
ment will surely miss a more extensive vendor base. Enhanced 
planning and effective local procurement strategies will prevent 
the failures of previous ad-hoc implementation efforts, thereby 
greatly improving the response effectiveness to a contingency or 
disaster scenario and saving agencies scarce resources over the 
long-term. By asking questions in the planning stage, planners 
can understand the dynamic they are working in and work to 
solve issues before they arise. Imagine if a proper analysis and 
planning effort would have gone into local procurement strat-
egies of Central Asia or Haiti. It would have contributed to 
enhanced regional partnerships, strengthened business models, 
higher employment, and created an environment in which the 
host nation could have addressed domestic programs.  

Procurement entities, government organizations with heavy in-
volvement from the host nation must supply an actual presence 
on the ground in the country or region where the local strategy 
is being implemented. For economic development to take hold, 

multiple vendors must equitably reap the benefits of procure-
ment of quality goods and services, and an on-the ground 
presence allows procurement entities to seek the largest feasible 
number of suppliers.  Why not create local vendor handbooks 
that provide a solid, permanent set of instructions on how ven-
dors can bid on solicitations?  Depending on the location and 
the goods and services sought, these handbooks would vary in 
focus, language, length and content. If this is done properly and 
with adequate resources, procurement entities themselves could 
conduct “outreach and teach,” programs to help connect local 
vendors with potential opportunities. Being on the ground and 
taking an active approach in the development of local vendors 
could also help them upgrade their capabilities or put them in 
contact with regional development banks.        

Ad hoc approaches to meeting policy guidelines have produced 
an undesirable side effect, alienating the very vendors U.S., 
UN, and other local procurement policies sought to support.  
A systemized approach that harnesses a broker to identify the 
required local vendors is needed; this approach would have a 
broker work together with those identified vendors to assist 
throughout the bidding process. The goal is to help local ven-
dors win solicitations that meet the requirements of both the 
procurement entity, as well as the local vendor. While helping to 
develop the local economy, local procurement policies concur-
rently help strengthen and transition the host nation’s internal 
economic structure from dependency to self-sustainability. 
It offers benefits going beyond short or long-term economic 
gains: locally procured food, shelter, water, medical supplies, 
and other life saving goods can reach areas of need far quicker 
than importing them from abroad.  Reducing extreme poverty, 
improving economies, and assisting host nations be self-sustain-
ing compelled us to reach out the international procurement 
entities and government organizations through this article.      

Lack of Appropriate Vendor Identification

No Visibility of Other Local Vendors

Local Vendors

Large Local Vendor

Existing Vendor

Procurement 
Entity

Disclaimer: 
The LMI team met with several local vendors whose inclusion during 
the course of LMI’s research in Port-au-Prince does not imply en-
dorsement. Neither LMI nor its research team received any remuner-
ation for their inclusion in this article. The information herein was 
taken from the team’s meetings, provided by each company’s respec-
tive website, and supplemented by the United Nations Procurement 
Division (UNDP). 
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2LT Brent Stimer

Indiana Univ. of  Penn

Kieran R. Green

Andrew Fletcher

Penn State Univ.

Develop a database for an 
international manual on Peace 
Operations and demonstrate 
with an example on protection 
of  civilians and its effective 
implementation

Aide to the Director of  
PKSOI, senior intern and 
assistant coordinator of  the 
intern program

Bai O’Donnell

DePaul Univ.

Develop a training module 
on Transnational crime 
and the impact on peace 
operations

Robert Marshall

Assistant to a Peace 
Keeping and Stability 
Operations Institute 
off-site

USNA at Annapolis

Leon Whyte

Tufts University

A Decade of War Alalysis

Virginia Military Institute

Tyler Hacker

Assistant to a Peace 
Keeping and Stability 
Operations Institute off-
site and a United Nations 
table top exercise

Researching a new 
course syllabus on 
governance and 
resilience; assisting 
with the creation of  
a PKSOI external 
site that is designed 
to improve network 
connectivity

Tufts University
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Dickinson College

William MallardRyan Paradis

Dickinson College

Case-studies on the resil-
ience of  individuals living 
in third world countries

Michael Byers

Univ. of Pittsburgh

Case-studies on the 
resilience of  individu-
als living in third world 
countries

Develop a scenario based 
on the possibility of  a 
North Korean collapse and 
the resulting requirements 
for stability and recon-
struction used for policy 
level and military table top 
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Mark Rynn

Penn State Univ.

Robyn Behar
Penn State Univ.

A Decade of War Analysis 

Dickinson College
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print for regeneration and expansi-
bility to support Joint Capabilities 
Based Assessment 12

Conner White

Arianna De Reus

Penn State Univ.

Research Assistant DNSS

Creation of  PKSOI’s 
collaborative APAN 
website

MIDN Jack Mellgard

U.S. Naval Acadamy

Conflict related sexual 
violence publications/
conference brochure
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Leigh Siegfried

Queens College

Research Assistant for 
Senior Leader Develop-
ment and Resiliency

Justin Warren

Univ. of Pittsburgh

Develop an in-depth case 
study of  the Kosovo Conflict 
with a focus on track I, II, 
III diplomacy in a peace and 
stability operations context

Cole Priest

Tufts

Editing, reviewing, and 
preparing the final draft of  
Army Techniques Publication 
(ATP) 3-07.6 Protection of  
Civilians which will be the 
official U.S. Army doctrine

Cameron Stevens

Penn State Univ.

Research Assistant for the 
Strategic Studies Institute

Daniel Glickstein

Univ. of Oklahoma

Researching a new 
course syllabus on gov-
ernance and resilience

David Stack

Penn State Univ.

Revise the China Syllabus 
with a focus on more relevant 
and timely topics and read-
ings for professional military 
strategists

Mark Rynn

Penn State Univ.

Research Assistant DNSS

Cadet Hope Landsem

USMA Westpoint

Propose and implement changes to 
the International Forum for the Chal-
lenges of Peace Operations. Studying 
how social cube theory can be used 
to analyze peacekeeping efforts in 
Kosovo
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In his commencement address as West Point on May 28, 
President Obama reflected on the trials and sacrifices of over a 
decade of war in Iraq and Afghanistan.  He acknowledged that 
the need for operations in unstable areas will persist, and that 
the United States must work with partners in these endeavors.  
“For the foreseeable future, the most direct threat to America, at 
home and abroad, remains terrorism, but a strategy that involves 
invading every country that harbors terrorist networks is naïve 
and unsustainable,” said the President.  Instead, multilateral 
action through UN peacekeeping can build stable environments 
that make it difficult for threats to American security to devel-
op.
 
The first unarmed UN peacekeepers deployed in 1948 between 
former warring groups following the Arab-Israeli War.  Since 
then, armed and unarmed peacekeepers have been involved in 
a total of 69 operations spanning the globe.  Personnel operate 
under approved mandates that contain three mission princi-
ples: the consent of the involved parties, impartiality, and the 
use of force only in self-defense of the mandate.  UN missions 
have been categorized broadly as securing peace, disarming and 
reintegrating combatants, defending civilians, and safeguarding 
human rights and legal processes.
 
While many consider UN operations largely humanitarian 
efforts, peacekeeping has enabled stable environments that help 
contribute to overall global security.  Though some operations, 
most notably in Rwanda, have failed, many others have had 
great success.  From securing peace in Cambodia and Guate-
mala, to ensuring democratic transition and self-determination 
in Namibia and Timor-Leste, peacekeepers have built a more 
secure world.
 
The United States benefits from UN peacekeeping through its 
spreading of democratic and humanitarian values.  In its 2000 
Millennium Declaration, the UN pledged its dedication to the 
preservation of individual freedoms and rights and to the pro-
motion of democratic rule of law.  This pledge has been put into 
action through facilitating electoral assistance and monitoring 
and protecting civilians in peacekeeping operations.  Not only 
are these values held by the United Nations, but they are also 
fundamental American principles.
 
Additionally, participation in peacekeeping develops non-com-
bative military capabilities among U.S. personnel.  Modern 
warfare is inclined to necessitate post-combat stability opera-
tions.  In the 2013 National Security Policy, the Department of 
Defense stressed the need for maintaining capabilities to engage 
in non-combative and low-intensity conflict operations.  As the 
United States draws down from operations in Afghanistan, it 
is important that it retain its ability to not only fight and win 
wars, but also ensure its capacity to win the peace.

Currently, the United States contributes just over a quarter of 
the UN’s peacekeeping budget.  While this may seem to be a 
great deal of money, the UN conducts 17 missions with about 
115,000 personnel on a budget of nearly $8 billion – the cost of 
just one month of American operations in Afghanistan.  Peace-
keeping operations provide a cost-effective way of maintaining 
global stability.
 
However, many believe that American involvement in UN 
peacekeeping threatens U.S. sovereignty and global power.  The 
operations cost money, may limit the American military’s ability 
to command and control its own troops, and surrenders opera-
tion selection to the United Nations.
 
This may seem like a real problem, but examining American 
peacekeeping contributions reveals that these issues are insignif-
icant.  The total UN peacekeeping budget is $7.83 billion per 
year with a little over $2 billion coming from the United States.  
Though this may seem like a large amount of money in a time of 
massive budget cuts and ballooning debt, it is less than the cost 
of one Navy destroyer for America’s contribution to seventeen 
UN missions around the world.  Additionally, the U.S. only de-
ploys 132 out of the total 115,000 peacekeepers engaged in UN 
missions.  These missions provide stability, preventing larger 
conflicts in the future and restricting the spread of terrorism.
 
Additionally, the United States has never surrendered its ability 
to command and control its troops, even in UN operations.  
Presidential Decision Directive 25, signed by President Clinton 
in 1994, reaffirms that the president only conditionally provides 
troops to UN operations, which can be recalled at any time, and 
that U.S. commanders in UN operations maintain the capabili-
ty to report through their American commanders to the presi-
dent.
 
Finally, UN peacekeeping operations protect American inter-
ests around the world.  In addition to building stability, UN 
operations can only take place with the consent of the United 
States, a permanent Security Council member with veto power.  
Additionally, the U.S. has the right to participate only in UN 
operations that it sees fit.
 
The Department of Defense should continue to support peace-
keeping operations and, if possible, increase the contribution of 
personnel.  An increase from America’s current contribution of 
132 personnel will not limit U.S. military capabilities.  Rather, 
an increase in support for peacekeeping operations will provide 
experience in stability operations and further the DoD’s mission 
to defend the United States for only a fraction of the cost of 
unilateral action.  As the President stated at West Point, “It’s a 
smart investment.  It’s the right way to lead.”
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The distinguishing characteristic of the land domain is the presence of hu-
mans in large numbers ... Managing populations before, during, and after 
all phases of the campaign normally determines its success or failure. (U.S. 
Army Doctrine Publication 1, September 2012)

U.S. Military Population Surveys in 
World War II and Vietnam: A Historical 
Review Of Methods    

by Dr. Daryl Liskey
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Surveys are often the best way to measure population view-
points: their wants, perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes.  Such 
measures are useful for assessing population dynamics and 
reactions for stability operations and for synchronizing lethal 
and nonlethal actions.  However, there is substantial uncer-
tainty over the accuracy and usefulness of surveys conducted 
in violent conflict areas.1  For example,  the survey estimate of 
about 650,000 Iraqi civilian violence related deaths published in 
the respected medical journal, The Lancet was about 10 times 
greater than most official estimates.2 
 
To be clear, surveys conducted among a population largely at 
peace can be accurate when best practices are rigorously fol-
lowed.3  Such surveys are widely conducted by U.S. Government 
agencies, business corporations, health and education institu-
tions, humanitarian organizations, the media, and academic re-
searchers.4  These surveys provide quantitative measurements for 
market research, quality control, assessments and evaluations, 
public opinion research, and testing of theories (models).

Surveys were also widely conducted in support of military 
missions during the recent conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq.  
However, insecure conditions limited the execution of some 
best practices while the dynamic nature of conflict amplified bi-
ases from self-reported answers.  Critics argue that these factors 
increase error and such surveys  are not reliable or useful.5 

Surveys to support military missions were conducted as far back 
as World War II.  A review of this experience provides insights 
into the usefulness and limits of surveys conducted for stability, 
shaping, and warfighting missions.  This article briefly reviews 
U.S. military survey research methods employed during World 
War II and the Vietnam War.6  The review focuses on survey 
methods rather than describes survey findings.   Methods are 
tools that provide capabilities that apply across wars and con-
texts and methodological lessons learned are directly relevant 
for future military operations.  Before reviewing US military 
survey experience, a brief review of the evolution of survey 
methods is helpful to understand the limits and strengths of 
various methods employed by military forces during recent 
conflicts.

SURVEY METHODS: FROM CANVASSING TO 
PROBABILITY SURVEYS

A survey is the systematic collection and aggregation of infor-
mation to provide an overview of the whole or a population.7   
Surveys of populations have been conducted since ancient 
times although the methods have evolved.  The Roman and 
Han empires conducted the first recorded censuses—a survey 
that canvasses all members in a population.8  Charlemagne in 

the 8th century surveyed local officials (bishops, abbots, and 
counts) and asked for “the most common reasons why men are 
commonly refusing to obey military orders.”9  William the Con-
queror in 1085 ordered meetings held in each shire to record his 
people and their property.  More recently in 1798, the British 
“Defense of the Realm Act” directed local authorities to canvas 
the population’s willingness to resist a French invasion.10 

While these survey methods were useful, they had shortcom-
ings.  A census is expensive, time consuming, and normally is 
limited to the enumeration of a people and property.  Aggre-
gation of qualitative assessments of local authorities and advi-
sors may not reflect the views of the local population because 
the authorities may not fully known them and the authorities 
are subject to institutional pressures that can bias their assess-
ments.11  Records may be incomplete, in error, dated, or do not 
provide the data needed—which is widely the case in many 
countries where the U.S. military operates overseas.

In the 16th century by Bernardino de Sahaqun, a monk, con-
ducted a sample survey where he interviewed natives using 
a question guide to compile a report on Aztec culture.12  An 
advantage of a sample survey is that it can be conducted quick-
ly and requires fewer resources than a census.  Additionally, a 
sample survey directly solicits population views and the survey 
questions can be designed to fill information gaps.  

Sample surveys were widely used in the 19th century.  The social 
survey movement in Europe and the United States surveyed 
social problems such as crime and poverty, conditions that were 
amplified by rapid industrialization and urbanization.13  In 
the United States, the first straw poll was conducted in 1824, 
which used convenience sampling methods.14  Reporters asked 
questions of as many individuals as possible on the assumption 
that a larger sample would more closely approximate a census.  
However, statisticians, at the time, distrusted sample surveys 
because there was no reliable way to know whether a sample was 
representative of the larger population.15 

Rapid industrialization also drove the requirement for antici-
pating customer demands to plan production by large industrial 
firms.  Market researchers in the United States at the beginning 
of the 20th century developed close-ended unbiased questions 
written in clear everyday language.  These surveys could be 
quickly administered and the answers quantified to provide 
measurements. Samples were selected by a quota method, 
which was thought to be representative.16  A quota specifies the 
number of interviews to be conducted within a demographic 
category (such as gender and age) to mirror known demograph-
ic information.  George Gallup famously predicted Roosevelt’s 
victory in the 1936 U.S. presidential election using quota meth-
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ods while the Literary Digest wrongly predicted a Langdon vic-
tory based on a much larger (2.3 million) convenience sample.  

At about the same time, academic statisticians applied statisti-
cal theory to develop probability (random) sampling methods.  
Probability sampling is a method to select a sample that reliably 
is representative of a population and from which the sample 
reliability (margin of error) can be directly estimated.  Because 
error is always present to some extent in measurement, knowing 
the margin of error (and design effects) is needed to deter-
mine the extent the estimate is likely to be useful.  In the early 
1940s, U.S. Census researchers developed a practical method, 
multistage cluster sampling, to draw a probability sample for a 
population spread over a large area.17  Probability surveys were 
subsequently adopted as a research method by U.S. Government 
agencies.18  Gallup and other pollsters also adopted probability 
sampling methods, which was more expensive to conduct, after 
wrongly predicting a Dewey landslide in the 1948 presidential 
election.19  

U.S. MILITARY SURVEYS DURING WORLD WAR II  

The U.S. military first employed population sample surveys 
(hereafter referred to as surveys) on a wide scale during World 
War II.  During the war, most of the survey research sponsored 
by the military was conducted by the Research Branch of the 
Information and Education (formerly, Morale) Division at the 
War Department, and by the Psychological Warfare Division 
under the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces 
(SHAEF) in Europe. 

Initial proposals to conduct surveys in the War Department 
were controversial.  Secretary of War Stimson  banned “polls” 
because “anonymous criticism, good or bad, is destructive on a 
military organization.”20  With the support of General Marshall, 
the Research Branch under the direction of Samuel Stouffer, 
an academic sociologist, conducted two “surveys” on American 
Soldiers.  The finding that “beer drinkers in the army are better 
adjusted than non-beer drinkers” interested Secretary Stimson, 
who at the time was fending off attempts by Congress to ban 
the sale of beer at Army posts.21  Thereafter, survey research 
received the support of senior Army commanders.

The Research Bureau surveyed mostly morale issues among 
Soldiers.  Stouffer noted that conducting surveys under wartime 
conditions required a “balance” between practical consider-
ations with survey best practices.  For example, the practical 
constraints of duty rosters and requirements for “a fast, practical 
job” resulted in the use of quasi-probability sampling meth-
ods.22  Recommendations resulting from the Research Bureau’s 
surveys contributed to the establishment of the Combat Badge, 

measures to reduce resentment of enlisted towards officers, and 
training using live fire and realistic combat situations to reduce 
fear in combat, to name a few.23

  
The military also sponsored surveys of foreign populations.  Pri-
or to the U.S. entry into the War, Lloyd Free conducted a covert 
quota survey under the cover of market research to determine 
how best to reach Brazilians by radio (the Brazilian government 
at the time favored the Axis powers).24  Later, Elmo C. Wilson, 
a civilian market researcher, organized a survey of local French-
men, conducted three-weeks after D-Day.25  The Psychological 
Warfare Division under SHAEF continued to conduct “com-
bat surveys” through the war.  This effort included a survey of 
German prisoners of war that estimated Wehrmacht morale 
remained high until two months prior to V-E Day.26  At the end 
of the War, more rigorous probability survey methods were used 
to assess the impact of bombing on the morale of German and 
Japanese populations for the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey and 
to survey local population conditions and attitudes for U.S. mil-
itary-government operations in occupied Germany and Japan.27 

Following the War, surveys of Army personnel continued under 
the Troop Attitude Branch and, today, by the Army Research 
Institute (ARI).  Probability surveys were also widely employed 
across the military services for personnel, training, and health 
assessments.28  PSYOP doctrine incorporated survey meth-
ods, although primarily to measure the effect of messages or 
PSYACTs.29  However, the War Department discontinued 
operational and strategic level surveys of foreign populations.  
Instead, the United States Information Agency (USIA) and, to-
day, the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
(INR) conducted surveys of foreign populations.

A consequence of wartime survey research was to propel 
academic research in survey methodology.30  By 1960, best 
practices for survey research were well established and the use of 
probability surveys extended across most segments of American 
society, economy, and politics. 

U.S. MILITARY SURVEYS DURING VIETNAM WAR  

During the Vietnam War, surveys were employed in a war 
zone to inform efforts to “win hearts and minds.”  Most of the 
these surveys were conducted by the Joint United States Public 
Affairs Office ( JUSPAO) and, later, the Pacification Attitude 
Analysis System (PAAS) under the Civil Operations and Revo-
lutionary Development Support (CORDS) program.

JUSPAO was established in 1965 as a joint U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID), U.S. Information Agen-
cy (USIA), and Department of Defense office for public affairs 
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and propaganda in Vietnam.  Unlike Stouffer during World 
War II, JUSPAO surveys employed best practices that were not 
adapted to wartime conditions.  Probability sampling meth-
ods were used but coverage was limited to hamlets that were 
“reasonably accessible and secure;”  where best practices could 
be reliably executed.31  Survey of only reasonable secure areas 
biased the sample by excluding rural areas contested or con-
trolled by insurgents.  Additionally, survey field interviewers 
were frequently identified as agents of the South Vietnamese 
government, which biased responses in an operational environ-
ment where enemy collaborators were targeted.32   

The JUSPAO survey estimates contributed to a more favorable 
view of South Vietnamese popular sentiment than was warrant-
ed.  For example, prior to the Tet Offensive,  in a October 1967 
Memo to the U.S. President, the JUSPAO survey was cited as 
reporting: “Seven in ten people welcome the American presence 
in Viet-Nam,” and “Nearly ten times as many people blame the 
war on North Viet-Nam, Communist China, the VC, and Sovi-
et Russia as on the United States.”33 

PAAS conducted surveys between March 1970 and July 1972.  
These surveys focused on pacification concerns.   PAAS survey 
methods were in direct contrast to those used in the JUSPAO 
survey.  Three-man field interview teams from each province 
were drawn from Vietnamese pacification advisors. The teams 
were trained to overcome respondents’ reluctance to express 
negative views towards the South Vietnamese Government. The 
PAAS survey methods included:34  

Specific subjects to be surveyed are memorized by the cadre 
who do not directly ask the questions but use a semi-structured 
interview ...  The semi-structured interview has proven to be the 
only feasible technique that is capable of encouraging rural re-
spondents living in war time conditions to openly express their 
attitudes and aspiration. 

Quota sampling has been used in the PAAS due to inadequate 
sampling frames and war time risk involved in surveying con-
tested area.

Questions were validated while a pre-coded guide limited prob-
lems of coding reliability of qualitative answers to open-ended 
questions.

PAAS use of quota samples, reliance on pacification advisors, 
and memorization of questions and answers are not fully consis-
tent with best practices.  Despite these adaptations, the OASD 
(SA) RP Southeast Asia Intelligence Division in 1975 estimated 
that PAAS data provided a better assessment of security than 
the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES).35  The HES was the 

primary area security assessment system used during the war and 
was based mostly on subjective assessments by local advisors and 
commanders.

AFTER VIETNAM

Since the Vietnam War, advances in personal computation-
al technology and statistical software enabled surveys to be 
designed and deployed in the field, untethered to a mainframe 
computer.  Additionally, the application of cognitive psychol-
ogy and statistical theory by survey methodology researchers 
advanced methods to validate questions and minimize bias.36   

During Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), a military survey capa-
bility was again retooled.  The U.S. State Department trained a 
local Iraqi academic to conduct countrywide surveys to address 
policy-level concerns.37  However, these surveys did not fully 
address military information requirements.  As early as June 
2003, the 312th PSYOP Company supporting the 1st Marine 
Division conducted a tactical level survey of the local popula-
tion.38  A survey capability in 2005 was established in western 
Iraq after civilian coverage ceased because of widespread vio-
lence.  Many tactical and operational units in Iraq and Afghani-
stan also established survey research programs.  At the company 
level, Soldiers and Marines often conducted censuses or directed 
intercept surveys at checkpoints.  At higher echelons, civilian 
contractors were relied upon.  

Some of these surveys covered only “reasonable accessible and 
secure areas” similar to the JUSPAO surveys.  Additionally, 
questions were not always validated.39  Failure to validate ques-
tions can result in survey measurements that reflect our own 
biases (a form of mirror imaging writ large) more than the local 
population’s views.  Despite advances in survey methods since 
Vietnam and lessons learned it is uncertain whether the results 
of many of the surveys conducted during OIF and Operation 
Enduring Freedom-Afghanistan (OEF-A) were better or worse 
than that achieved in the JUSPAO surveys.
  
CONCLUSION

The above historical review is incomplete and a more compre-
hensive review is needed to draw firm conclusions from past 
U.S. military survey research experience.  Tentative conclusions 
are that adapted survey best practices can produce useful results; 
the failure to survey insecure areas can bias assessments; and a 
need for a military survey capability is reoccurring.

Survey best practices developed in peacetime can produce more 
useful results when adapted for wartime conditions.  Wartime 
conditions means many best practices cannot be fully imple-
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mented.  Wartime operational tempo often means that there 
is insufficient time to fully implement many best practices.  Reli-
able demographic information needed to establish a sampling 
frame for a probability sample often is not available because 
census information may not be accurate and war or unstable 
conditions often causes populations to move.  Violent conflict 
limits access to populations needed to develop and validate 
questions while at the same time amplifies biased responses that 
can produce misleading measurements.  Additionally, many 
quality control procedures cannot be implemented in insecure 
areas.  However, ignoring best practices can result in the errors 
they were designed to mitigate. 
 
As demonstrated by Stouffer in World War II and the PAAS 
surveys during Vietnam, adapted best practices based on survey 
methodology principles can be useful.  Additionally, modern 
technology provides further opportunities to adapt best prac-
tices.  Two examples are the adaptation of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture grid sampling methods based on imagery to draw 
a probability sample40 and use of GPS and wireless technology 
to report location, time, and key strokes for interviews increases 
quality control.41   

Failure to survey insecure areas can bias assessments as demon-
strated by the JUSPAO surveys.  Survey of only “reasonable 
accessible and secure” areas can result in more positive results 
than warranted.  Friendly populations move to “secure areas” 
and facilitate holding of these areas.  Additionally, survey of 
insecure areas can be critical because outcomes in contested and 
insurgent influenced areas can be important for overall mission 
success.  Surveys of these areas also contribute to the synchro-
nization of lethal and nonlethal actions needed to clear and 
sustain holding operations.  

During OIF, insecure areas were surveyed in Al Anbar in 2005-
06 and Baghdad in 2007-08.  Methods developed resulted in 
successfully accessing and surveying violently contested areas.  
Additionally, methods to survey armed conflict areas has recent-
ly become a focus for academic survey methodology researchers 
supporting humanitarian and disaster assistance efforts. Their 
research and methods can contribute to developing better sur-
vey methods to support military missions.   
 
The requirement for a military capability to conduct surveys 
is likely to be enduring.  After the U.S. military developed an 
initial survey capability in World War II the military had to 
regenerate a capability for the Vietnam War and again for OIF 
and OEF.  The consequence was that some lessons learned were 
forgotten while a sustained effort to improved survey capabil-
ities for insecure areas was not undertaken.  Further, the above 
review indicates that civilian survey capabilities cannot be fully 
relied upon for military missions, particularly for surveying 

insecure areas.  Civilian agencies do not focus on many mili-
tary objectives or have the capacity to survey areas where lethal 
violence is ongoing.  A military capability is likely to be endur-
ing to the extent that knowledge of populations is important to 
achieve military missions. 

Surveys in warzones are a blunt tool that is not as accurate as 
surveys of a population largely at peace.  Current surveys of 
insecure areas are like a high-altitude low-resolution imagery 
where major features observed over a wide area are blurred.  The 
picture must be refined through statistical analysis to reliably 
identify major features.  Development of a more accurate survey 
tool can provide measurements of smaller population features 
and enable assessments of smaller changes.  Such a capability 
improves the ability to anticipate population reactions and 
assess the effects of programs.  Developing such a capability can 
be advanced through a sustained effort—institutionalized in 
doctrine, organization, and training.  A more powerful survey 
capability contributes to achieving superior human domain 
knowledge, which shifts the traditional advantage of asymmet-
ric adversaries’ local knowledge of the population to our favor 
and enables the more effective exercise of Landpower in the 21st 
century.
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approaches by leaders and practitioners.  Building upon last 
year’s discussions on methods for adapting our education and 
training efforts to meet future challenges, this year’s workshop 
focused on “Partnerships and Innovation: Novel Approaches 
to Training, Educating, and Engaging in Peacekeeping and 
Stability Operations.” In this year’s event, participants discussed 
the challenges of building effective partnerships across orga-
nizations involved in conflict and disaster preparedness and 
response, and the education and training options, efforts, and 
innovations that can be developed for the community’s benefit.  
Discussions occurred across three work groups and were direct-
ed toward providing insights, assessments, and recommenda-
tions on education, training, and leader development challenges 
within the community of practice.  It is a goal that the commu-
nity of practice acts on the recommendations relating to their 
respective activities as we work cooperatively across organiza-
tions.

The workgroups conferred with the following objectives in 
mind:

•  Develop programs that support effective, durable and flexible 
relationships that meet the need of the Department of Defense 
and the US Government. Enhance the current curriculum 
and efforts in education, training and leader development 
(ET&LD) across the community of practice to reflect the 
changing competency requirements;
•  Identify areas requiring adaptation and/or expansion, and 
propose innovative approaches for future action across the 
community;
•  Identify challenges and propose options for mutual success 
that leverage mutual efforts, integrate emerging practices and 
technologies that can be accomplished within the current re-
source-constrained environments.
. 
 WORKSHOP DESIGN

There were three work group breakouts running concurrently:

1.  Conflict Prevention - Partnering for Success in Prevention 
and Management Efforts

2.  Disaster Preparedness and Risk Reduction Engagement 
Strategies to Support the Health Sector
 
3.  Governance Innovation for Security & Development

The first day of the workshop included presentations by keynote 
speakers, General Gordon R. Sullivan, U.S. Army Retired, Pres-
ident and Chief Executive Officer, Association of the United 
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The 2014 The Peace & Stability Operations Training and 
Education Workshop (PSOTEW) was held at George Ma-
son University’s Arlington Campus, Arlington Virginia from 
24 – 27 March 2014.  This event marked the 10th anniversary 
of PKSOI co-hosting a workshop to address peace opera-
tions, stability operations, P&SO training and education, or 
a whole-of-government approach.  The workshop reflects the 
great efforts and resolute dedication of the community of 
interest that is focused on discussing current challenges and best 
practices toward improving civilian and military teaming efforts 
in Peace and Stability Operations.  These efforts endeavor to 
ensure that resources, in particular, time and energy, are applied 
to training and education for peace and stability operations.  
Many organizations participated in this event.  This year’s event 
was sponsored by Mr. Frank DiGiovanni, Director, Force Read-
iness and Training, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Readiness) and graciously hosted by George Mason 
University’s Peace Operations Policy Program.

BACKGROUND

For the past several years, the Peace and Stability Operations 
Training and Education Workshop (PSOTEW) has provided a 
forum through which a broad assembly of educators and train-
ers can dialogue on essential content, methods and practices 
in the areas of conflict response/prevention and peacebuilding 
programs; and to collaborate on the development and presenta-
tion of integrated, cross-organizational curricula and programs 
that advance leader development, education, and training across 
our community of interest.  The goals of this workshop were:

•  to provide a forum that addresses the equities of the commu-
nity of practice and its activities;
•  to foster collaboration between the joint professional military 
education and academic communities;
•  to link community efforts; and
•  to inform and support senior leaders, to monitor progress, 
and to provide feedback on the recommendations over the next 
year

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

Over the past decade of, not only major wars but, numerous 
responses to conflicts and disasters, the United States govern-
ment has been continuously challenged to develop, to resource, 
and to conduct effective, integrated efforts to shape conditions 
and to respond to emerging security challenges. The call for the 
Department of Defense to engage with other nations through 
partnerships, designed to increase regional capability to respond 
to conflicts and disasters, will require innovative and adaptive 
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States Army and Ms. Clare Lockhart, Co-founder and Chief 
Executive Officer, Institute for State Effectiveness that set the 
context for the work that was to follow.  

The workgroup leads selected the plenary speakers for the first 
day’s afternoon.  The speakers were Dr. George Lopez, Vice 
President, Academy for International Conflict Management 
and Peacebuilding, United States Institute for Peace; Dr. Ciro 
Ugarte, Regional Advisor. Department on Emergency Pre-
paredness and Disaster Relief, Pan American Health Organiza-
tion; and Brigadier General Ferdinand Irizarry II, Deputy Chief 
of Staff, G-3/5/7, U.S. Army Reserve Command.  Mr. Frank 
DiGiovanni provided opening remarks and Dr. Lance Betros, 
Provost – US Army War College, served as master of ceremony.

The second day for Workgroup 1 and Workgroup 2 began with 
a morning session composed of panel presentations and moder-
ated discussions, centered on presenting tailored ideas/concepts 
by subject matter experts and senior practitioners.  These pre-
sentations led to informed discussions.  These two workgroups 
used the following framework to guide the discussion.

Assess: In the current political and fiscal climates, what 
are the challenges of the near and future operating envi-
ronments and the challenges that leaders must face?

Partner: What are the synergies that can be developed 
amongst organizations? What economies can be creat-
ed?

Innovate: What paradigms, intra-organization and 
inter-organization, need to be changed? What are the 
steps to create lasting change?

The second day for Workgroup 3 consisted of analyzing the 
required expertise qualifications, human behavior dynamics in 
support of conflict prevention and mitigation, and technolog-
ical enablers for stability and peace building across the major 
stability operations sectors: provision of essential services, civil 
security, rule of law, governance, economy and infrastructure, 
and homeland integration.

Each work group concluded their efforts by compiling their 
insights, assessments, and recommendations across the two days 
in preparation for presentation to all workshop attendees on the 
following day.  Final out-briefs to the peace and stability opera-
tions training and education community concluded the work-
shop the morning of Day 4. 

Partnering for Success in Fu-
ture Conflict Prevention and 
Management Efforts

by USIP’s Jim Ruf, Kelly Mader, Ann 
Phillips, and Dale Erickson  

The United States Institute of Peace (USIP), in partnership 
with the Center for Complex Operations (CCO) at the Na-
tional Defense University, led a Conflict Prevention working 
group at the annual Peace and Stability Operations Training 
and Education Workshop (PSOTEW) in March 2014. This 
year’s PSOTEW focused on the themes of partnerships and 
innovation.

Building on last year’s workgroup efforts, USIP and CCO chose 
to focus on conflict prevention again this year. The topic mer-
ited continued discussion due to its importance to the field of 
peace and conflict resolution. The USG, NGOs, and IOs have 
all identified conflict prevention as a national security priority. 
The reasons are clear: after more than a decade of costly stabili-
zation and reconstruction missions in both human and material 
terms, the results are disappointing. Successful conflict preven-
tion is less costly in absolute terms and precludes the devastating 
impact on societies that violent conflict imposes and recovery 
from which is demonstrably difficult. Despite an overwhelm-
ing consensus on its benefits, conflict prevention does not 
command comparable attention from national/international 
security professionals. International crisis response situations 
are more pressing; successful conflict prevention assistance 
cases are few and very difficult to prove. At the most basic level, 
there is no agreement on a definition and parameters of conflict 
prevention. It should not be surprising, therefore, that analyses 
of conflict prevention are more anecdotal than systematic and 
policy prescriptions are vague. Moreover, organizations find it 
virtually impossible to prove that their assistance prevented con-
flict. How does an organization quantitatively and qualitatively 
demonstrate that specific conflict prevention efforts stopped the 
occurrence, escalation, or resumption of violence?    With these 
core issues and points of contention in mind, USIP and CCO 
set out to further the conflict prevention field through contrast-
ing case studies and new concepts. 
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BACKGROUND: 

 Last year’s working group was co-led by USIP and the Naval 
Post Graduate School. Given that it was the first working group 
on conflict prevention, the agenda covered the basics of conflict 
prevention with a mixed group of participants—practitioners, 
academics, civilians, military, government and NGOs. It fo-
cused on competing perspectives of conflict prevention and ex-
plored conflict prevention tools.  The most fruitful discussions 
in the 2013 working group centered to two cases:  Jordan and 
Kenya.  Jordan was selected as a case of potential conflict; Kenya 
represented a case in which the international community was 
keen to prevent the recurrence of conflict. The value of exam-
ining generic concepts and tenets through specific cases shaped 
the conflict prevention working group’s agenda in 2014. 

The workshop began with a framing of the environment and 
identification of key issues and insights by two keynote speak-
ers; Ambassador (Ret) John Herbst and Dr. George Lopez, Vice 
President of the U.S. Institute of Peace’s Academy for Interna-
tional Conflict Management and Peacebuilding. Ambassador 
Herbst emphasized the importance of “intelligent partnership” 
in conflict prevention and conflict response. According to 
Herbst, Neither external or host nation stakeholders have the 
capacity to achieve successful conflict prevention on their own. 
That said, the current donor fixation on “capacity building” is 
not the answer.  Rather, intelligent partnership asks ‘what is the 
political problem that needs to be solved?  It functions like a 
facilitator, seeking local solutions. Local solutions provide the 
most resilient and sustainable results and ultimately require 
fewer resources. Donors need to learn to listen and understand 
the local dynamics, before offering ‘expert solutions’ that may be 
derived from external perspectives on a given issue.    

Dr. Lopez tasked the group to identify what we still need to 
know; to consider the common factors that contribute to 
success or failure in conflict prevention, and to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of our organizations to do the nec-
essary training for effective conflict prevention.  What part-
nership and training opportunities do we have to maximize 
our impact and ultimately prevent violent conflict? With their 
charge, the workshop began its work by reviewing last year’s 
work, examining contrasting conflict prevention case studies 
and exploring new approaches to conflict prevention.  

SUCCESSFUL CASE STUDIES: 

The workgroup explored efforts in Macedonia and in the 2013 
Kenyan elections as successful conflict prevention cases. To 
structure the presentations, each panelist was asked to comment 

on primary factors that contributed to success, with special at-
tention to identifying key partnerships and host country sources 
of resilience.  Former U.S. Ambassador to Macedonia James 
Pardew began the panel discussion with a brief overview on the 
environment in Macedonia and factors that led to a successful 
conflict prevention effort.  Three factors were most important:  
US-EU unity of approach; modest assistance; and diplomacy.  
First, the US and EU were unified in their negotiations with the 
Government of Macedonia.  Second,   only modest assistance 
was provided (larger more complex operations are more diffi-
cult to plan and execute)and it was used as a reward for good 
behavior as opposed to an incentive for behaving better in the 
future.  Third, early detection of potential violence allowed 
assertive diplomacy, backed by military force, to be effective. 

The second panelist, Mr. Jonas Claus, a Program Officer at 
USIP, described his year-long research of the 2013 Kenyan 
elections. This case highlighted the dichotomy between inter-
national and local perceptions:  The international community 
widely touted its efforts to reduce conflict before and after the 
2013 elections in Kenya as a major success. The local popu-
lation, however, did not consider it a success. This case study 
underscores some of the challenges of analyzing success in con-
flict prevention. On the one hand, the absence of wide-spread 
election violence meant that on some level the conflict preven-
tion methods were successful. However, closer examination of  
the situation in the country and discussions with people in the 
country reveal that violence in 2013 was simply suppressed by 
several factors; among them a lingering weariness from the high 
costs (both human and material) of the violence that followed 
the 2007 elections, fear of police action, and the threat of 
accountability to the ICC. Yet, the drivers for future violence 
remain unaddressed. As our speaker described, Kenya received a 
painkiller when what they really needed was therapy. 

These two cases, both regarded as examples of successful con-
flict prevention, underscore the infancy of conflict prevention 
efforts.  The sample size is extremely small. Furthermore, the 
two cases offer little comparability in scope.  Still,   key factors 
pulled from these two cases provide a starting point for addi-
tional research. One definite theme that emerged is the impor-
tance of partnering with the affected community to achieve 
local solutions - or the intelligent partnering approach suggest-
ed by Ambassador Herbst.  Herbst opined that “analysts and 
practitioners should function more like facilitators and less like 
experts - be quick to listen and observe, and comparatively slow-
er to talk and act.”  Using this approach, conflict prevention can 
make a positive impact on how organizations and host countries 
operate together in the field. 
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UNSUCCESSFUL CASES OF CONFLICT 
PREVENTION:

Two recent high profile cases, South Sudan and Mali, highlight 
deficits in our capabilities to anticipate and respond to deteri-
orating conditions in countries of strategic importance to the 
U.S. and the international community. In both cases, the United 
States and others had been engaged for more than a decade in 
concerted efforts to bring peace and stability. Panelist Dr. Linda 
Bishai, a Senior Program Officer working on South Sudan at 
USIP, noted in the case of the Sudans, many experts were fo-
cused on preventing the wrong conflict; that is, a major conflict 
between Sudan and South Sudan. As a result, most missed 
the prevalent signs of growing tensions among factions within 
South Sudan.  The South Sudan case reinforces the importance 
of identifying conflict drivers early and addressing them swift-
ly—a central point made by Ambassador Pardew in his discus-
sion of Macedonia.  Moreover, the international community 
offered aid as incentives to elicit constructive behavior by key 
actors in South Sudan instead of rewarding good behavior with 
aid, as had proven effective in Macedonia. 

Panelists Lesley Anne Warner, the CNA Center for Strategic 
Studies, and Kamissa Camara, the National Endowment for 
Democracy, presented the second case—Mali. Mali was part of 
an innovative and promising U.S. regional counter-terrorism 
program. France had a similar program in the region. The U.S. 
effort incorporated the three “D’s”—Defense, Diplomacy and 
Development. The failure of a decade of conflict prevention 
efforts in Mali reinforce a critical takeaway from South Sudan, 
the danger of being too focused on one aspect of the conflict. 
In Mali, the conflict prevention programs focused on counter-
ing violent extremism and terrorism through a broad range of 
programs intended to strengthen not only security institutions 
but also to address the many grievances of long-marginalized 
populations in the northern part of the country.  Retrospective 
analyses of the failure in Mali emphasized the narrow scope of 
the program, probably to divert criticism.  More useful, howev-
er, they pointed to the failure of U.S. inter-agency partners to 
develop a common understanding of critical vulnerabilities in 
the country and region which, in turn, led to fragmented and 
sometimes conflicting assistance efforts.  Mali further demon-
strates the issue of focusing on one partner,   thereby missing 
competing narratives within the broader population. The 
sources of conflict identified by the Malian government did not 
capture grievances identified by the local population living in 
the conflict zone.  U.S. agency personnel lacked the country and 
regional expertise to know the difference, making it impossible 
to establish effective conflict prevention programs.

These are just two examples of many less successful conflict pre-
vention efforts. Yet, from these two cases, the group identified 
several key takeaways and lessons learned for preventing vio-
lence. First, accurate assessment of grievances and critical vul-
nerabilities is essential.  Second, assistance providers must know 
the history, traditions, culture, key actors and their agendas 
of the countries and regions they hope to help. More research 
needs to be done with a greater sample size of case studies to 
determine if the commonalities identified by the panelists and 
participants hold up in other cases. This research could provide 
us a road map and a solid basis in theory and practice upon 
which to base future policy. 

INNOVATIONS IN CONFLICT PREVENTION

The second phase of the workshop focused on the way forward 
for conflict prevention, introducing two innovative approaches, 
which were essentially unknown to working group participants:  
First, The New Deal for Engagement in Fragile States; second, 
Resilience. A panel of key stakeholders, composed of Rachel 
Leatham, the U.S. Department of State, Kirby Reiling, USAID’s 
Office of Conflict Management and Mitigation, and Kristen 
Wall, National Democratic Institute, introduced the core prin-
ciples of the New Deal and their application in pilot countries, 
providing both a conceptual and practical overview.  The New 
Deal is a country-led aid strategy that specifies host country 
leadership in conducting a fragility assessment, establishing 
priorities, and designing One Plan for transitioning out of 
fragility that utilizes and strengthens host country systems. The 
New Deal Framework requires more transparency from donors 
and the host country in the delivery and use of aid. Civil society 
and the government create accountability measures in order to 
minimize corruption in the process.
 
Liberia, one of eight pilot countries, played a key role in the 
G7+ negotiations that established the New Deal. Liberia 
remains fragile more than a decade after its deadly civil war. 
Too often aid plans do not address long-term goals of the host 
country or prioritize the issues that are most important conflict 
drivers.  In Liberia, ongoing legitimacy deficits in politics and 
governance remain at the heart of that country’s vulnerabilities. 
Land reform, necessary to address core grievances, has stagnated 
as a result.  The New Deal is intended to leverage resources of 
both donors and the host nation to address these core problems, 
while still maintaining host nation leadership. 

The second session on innovation focused on Resilience, a con-
cept complementary to the New Deal paradigm. Similar to the 
term ‘conflict prevention’, resilience, resilience is a term of art 
in contemporary discourse, has various definitions and is used 
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in many contexts and ways.  For the purpose of more effective 
conflict prevention, attention to resilience requires donors 
to identify and support host nation capacities and sources of 
resilience that are found in all fragile states. To fully explore this 
key topic, the workgroup split into two break-out groups and 
held a facilitated discussion to first identify which organizations 
were talking about resilience. Those that were, were asked  how 
they  identified and supported sources of resilience in fragile 
states, and how their  training  incorporated attention to iden-
tifying and supporting sources of resilience in the host country 
The discussions yielded some useful insights. Resiliency in the 
context of peacebuilding was defined as the ability of a society 
to rebound following conflict. The break-out groups agreed 
that resiliency as it relates to peacebuilding is a newer term and 
concept that is not yet understood by all. Education can help 
normalize/socialize this concept among the field. 
 
Additional insights included the importance of recognizing 
and identifying sources of resilience within society early, before 
conflict occurs.  Too often assistance providers undercut local 
capacity because they do not recognize it. This weakness may 
be exacerbated by a lack of understanding on how to foster and 
support local resiliencies. For example, the resiliency potential 
of the tribal system in Afghanistan was undercut by an excessive 
inflow of donor money to set up formal state structures which 
often lacked competence and legitimacy. The groups conclud-
ed that assistance providers need additional education to help 
identify the formal and informal structures that they can sup-
port.   Finally, the break-out groups suggested expanding cur-
rent practice for identifying local partners with whom to work.   
Current practice limits potential partners to the largest and best 
known, excluding organizations and individuals that someone 
with shallow knowledge of the host country may be unaware. 
The group recommended trying a sector-based approach of 
identifying resiliencies (health, religious, security, economic, 
etc.) in order to broaden the scope of potential local partners 
that may have greater credibility and effectiveness in their com-
munities than better known organizations.  The potential risk of 
a sector –based approach, however, is to reinforce debilitating 
silos or stovepipes that dominate current assistance practice.

THE WAY FORWARD:

Combined, The New Deal and Resilience require a paradigm 
shift in donor approaches to fragile states from the host coun-
try as recipients of assistance to real partnerships. Such a shift 
would address some of the notable takeaways from the case 
studies, such as keeping the focus on sustainable, well-organized 
programs (Macedonia) and emphasizing institution-building 
(Mali). A switch in focus to the host nation, assistance becomes 

less about external interests.   Donors need to    under-
stand competing narratives and be able to discern real 
drivers of conflict. In order to do this effectively, assistance 
providers must include country and regional experts as 
well as functional experts.  The contribution of effective 
conflict prevention to national and international security 
is clear. Just as conflict prevention is cheaper than conflict 
response, effective conflict prevention that addresses  root 
causes will be cheaper and more effective  in the long run 
than the conflict suppression form of prevention(Kenya), 
which necessitates constant vigilance and may not always 
prove successful. 

The sizeable number of participants in the conflict preven-
tion workgroup and the level and quality of participation 
throughout the workshop, demonstrates that this topic 
merits continued consideration. Declining monetary re-
sources for development and assistance make it essential to 
work together on research that can inform policy, reshape 
educational and training programs/and improve the effec-
tiveness   of practitioners working on conflict prevention 
in the field. 

Governance Innovation for 
Security and Devlopment

by the Navy Post Graduate School’s 
Karen Guttieri

Innovation, sometimes conceived as the production of new 
artifacts, also involves new social processes that become widely 
adopted with significant impact. The Hague Regulations of 
1899 and 1907 established military responsibilities to care for 
civilians under occupation that were innovative for their time. 
Since then, national policies, military doctrine and additional 
international conventions elaborated on the themes of Hague, 
to ensure as much as possible that acts of military necessity 
are balanced by principles of humanity, and to mitigate the 
governance challenges arising from war and its aftermath. But 
over this period, the modern welfare state developed, playing 
a different and larger role as a provider of essential services 
and more. The demands on military government - conceived 
initially as a custodian of the sovereign in exile – increased and 
have come to include broad areas of security and development. 
In recent years, new norms around human security shifted the 
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focus again: humanitarian interventions today may be directed 
not only to stabilize relationships between states but to protect 
people within them. And meanwhile, new national, internation-
al, non-governmental and even for-profit agencies emerged to 
address the challenges of security and development.  

In this institutional and historical context, what are the tasks 
and responsibilities for military support to governance during 
peace and stability operations?  What skills and competencies 
are needed of military personnel who contribute to civil sector 
governance in the first decades of this century?

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), in partnership with the 
Institute for Military Support to Governance (IMSG) at the 
JFK Special Warfare Center and School, led a working group on 
Governance Innovation for Security and Development (GISD) 
during the Peace and Stability Operations Training and Edu-
cation Workshop (PSOTEW) in March 2014 to address these 
questions.   Our multi-stakeholder dialogue took an integrated, 
holistic approach to assessment of the major stability operations 
sectors: provision of essential services, civil security, rule of law, 
governance, economy and infrastructure, and homeland integra-

tion as articulated by the US Army Peacekeeping Institute and 
the US Institute of Peace (see Figure 1 below). 
  
The civil sector skillsets needed to promote desired end states 
in the stability sectors are considerable.  Many US and interna-
tional civilian actors and agencies “deployed” to war zones in 
the 1990s and did so in greater numbers since 2001. In 2005, 
for the first time US Department of Defense Directive 3000.05 
defined stability operations as “civilian and military operations.” 
The US Department of State shifted weight somewhat from its 
state-to-state orientation to develop a Civilian Response Corps, 
participated in integrated civil-military Provincial Reconstruc-
tion Teams in Afghanistan and led them in Iraq. However, 
many of these initiatives were short lived and often character-
ized today as artifacts of US engagements that are unlikely to be 
repeated. 

CIVIL AFFAIRS REVITALIZATION: 38G

United States Civil Affairs (CA) personnel, previously known 
as military government officers, today continue to hold key 
responsibilities in support of governance.  The Civil Affairs 

FIGURE 1: STABILITY SECTORS
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force structure is made up predominantly by reservists with dual 
civil-military identities. A subset of “functional specialists” in 
particular were developed so that their expertise in education, 
public health, arts and archives (as in “The Monuments Men”) 
and other civilian realms could be put to use in their military 
roles. 

The CA community is currently undertaking a major revitaliza-
tion of its functional specialties.  This innovation involves both 
needs assessment, original research, and innovation in policy 
and practice for civil sector expertise.  Part of that program 
involves establishment of a new military identifier 38G (for 
governance) that will draw upon existing personnel and direct 
commission from the civilian workforce on the model of the 
Army Medical Corps.  The US Army’s recently established 
Institute for Military Support to Governance is engaged in this 
effort with the following mission:

The Institute for Military Support to Governance (IMSG) 
manages the provision of civil sector expertise across the 
range of military operations in order to support USG ob-
ligations under international law and promote stability.  
On order, supports Theater Security Cooperation, Transi-
tional Military Authority, and Support to Civil Adminis-
tration operations. 

Given these events, participants in PSOTEW Working Group 
3 on Governance Innovation for Security and Development 
(GISD) considered the environments, partnerships, and compe-
tencies needed when the military, particularly the Civil Affairs 
community, is called upon to offer support to civilians in the 
stability sectors. 

FIGURE 2: 2014 PSOTEW THEMES AND ORIENTING QUESTIONS (VENTRESCA 2014)

PSOTEW – PRELMINARY ANALYSIS AND 
FINDINGS

How can the peace and stability operations community improve 
on performance over  the last 10 years? Our team returned to 
this question many times in response to the request from PSO-
TEW organizers of all working groups to assess, partner and 
innovate (see Figure 2 above).

One speaker cited some cases such as Tunisia and Yemen as 
successful compared to the tragedy of Syria. There is certainly 

much to learn from both successes and failures. GISD working 
group participants emphasized the need for new approaches to 
thinking about roles, missions, and partnerships. 

Systemic thinking and action and integrated planning must re-
place piecemeal and ad hoc approaches to improve effectiveness. 
As Stuart W. Bowen, Jr., Special Inspector General for Iraqi 
Reconstruction observed, “planes built in flight do not fly very 
well.”  One speaker noted that the familiar government spend-
ing model, “How fast can I spend this money” is increasingly  
replaced by an emerging model of “What is best for this com-
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munity?”  Community-driven development is difficult, because 
it is not “your” plan if you are the outsider.
 
With respect to the specific challenge of military support to 
governance, the working group members emphasized political 
primacy as a fundamental consideration.  Professional demo-
cratic militaries appreciate the primacy of their own national 
command authorities. However, in peace and stability missions, 
many key signals come also from civilian leadership abroad, at 
national, regional or local levels, to be reconciled with govern-
ment policy directives at home.  

Somewhat ironically, outside military forces – due to the need 
for security so that development can take place – participate in 
transitions to social activity very different from internal organi-
zational hierarchies in which they normally operate.  Further-
more, legitimate self-governance is a common stabilization goal. 
Those who “rule” – that is, appointed or elected representatives 
who make decisions affecting the allocation of value in society – 
must be viewed as rightfully doing so.  

State effectiveness is a key component of legitimacy.  In many 
cases, the “sovereignty gap” has become a ‘sovereignty paradox’, 
according to Clare Lockhart of the Institute for State Effective-
ness  Outsiders often intervene in response to internal demands 
for governance, yet commonly do not take the time to under-
stand the local context or listen to the voices of the people. 
Although many agencies focus on fragile states, there are often 
local or sub-state capacities that might be empowered for securi-
ty and development are overlooked.  

ASSESS

“We have run out of money, now we must think” - 
Winston Churchill

As noted by keynote speaker Clare Lockhart, we lack good 
policy responses to the following issues: youth participation, 
accountability, and jobs; the interaction of religion, politics 
and citizenship; urbanization; corruption, criminal networks, 
organized crime, and piracy. And we will continue to live with 
challenges of poverty, narcotics, terror, and natural disasters.  

The need for peace and stability operations, as Department of 
Defense Director of Training Frank Di Giovanni observed in 
the opening plenary session, will not go away anytime soon. 
However, the resources for them are likely to do so quickly. 
Synergistic efforts of all partners are needed to cost-effectively 
promote peace and stability.  Strategic assessment and thinking 
is required of both existing Civil Affairs generalists (38A), who 

play key roles as interlocutors between military and civilian 
agencies, and the new civil sector specialists (38G).  

Stability missions are dynamic, evolving over time. GISD 
keynote speaker BG Ferdinand Irizarry of US Army Reserve 
Command observed that stabilization missions require up-front 
engagement for prevention rather than reaction – “don’t wait 
for after the crisis, shape conditions.” 

Local capacity has been a long-time emphasis in the peace and 
stability discourse.  As Clare Lockhart noted, the host nation’s 
governance capacity and the population’s capacity for resilience 
are often-overlooked and reduce the expense to outside partici-
pants. Multinational development banks have limited ability to 
confront security risks.  Often, speakers argued, the problem is 
not a shortage of capital in many aid-recipient countries, but a 
matter of taxation. In any event, a clear trend is the move away 
from Western taxpayers footing the bill for stability. 

PARTNER 

“Plan inclusively”

On the one hand, there is overlap among agencies; on the other, 
many plan exclusively rather than inclusively.  WG 3 partici-
pants themselves represented a diverse group, and so are famil-
iar with differences in legal mandates, organizational culture, 
decision and funding cycles, expectations and long-term time 
horizons.  

Naval Post Graduate School professor and author 
Dr. Karen Guttieri asks a question to one of the 
day 1 keynote speakers.
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What should the Civil Affairs community bring to partners? 
The better the CA community understands the needs of 
supported agencies, accounts for, aligns and utilizes civil sector 
skillsets within its own force structure, the better they will serve 
as instruments of peace processes.

Civil Affairs as key interlocutors with the population also have 
a role to play. In recent years, women are more broadly ap-
preciated as producers of security in conflict (for example, in 
Honduras, El Salvador and Jordan). One participant raised the 
question, “How can civil-military partners best execute a gender 
empowerment agenda that sets better conditions for stabiliza-
tion and social well-being?” From here we turned to opportuni-
ties for innovation.

INNOVATE

“Finding new ways to address old problems”

Civil Affairs, as Prof Marc Ventresca noted, accomplish mis-
sions both “in close interdependencies with key partner agen-
cies,” and “in light of local capacity.” These circumstances call 
for development of new talent, team relations, and modes of 
seconding or otherwise interfacing with partners. Investment in 
continuing education – not training only – is needed. As Gen-
eral (ret.) Gordon Sullivan told the opening plenary session, 
“The problems [of stability missions] are at a PhD level.”  The 
Army can take advantage of any reduced operational tempo 
to reinvest in and transform its educational programs, with a 
focus on analogical reasoning, critical and creative thinking.  
Analysis of stakeholders should identify those with values at 
risk.  Civil Affairs should think beyond Army Civil Affairs to 
the whole of the US Army Reserve and beyond for the talent 
that is needed. As BG Ferdinand Irizarry noted, forty percent 
of U.S. Army capability is in the Army Reserves, including the 
majority of medical expertise assets. Army reserve engagement 
cells can move resources forward into theatres. The working 
group recommended investment in partnership, coordinating 
and embedding with branches and agencies, and identifying the 
best modalities for working with partners. New funding models 
are urgently needed.

What are the rules of engagement for Civil Affairs going for-
ward? Some of these are familiar in a military context: speed, 
flexibility, and expertise. Others have longstanding global accep-
tance: do no harm, respect international norms, civilian control 
of the military. Several are development-oriented: understand 
local context, build on existing capacity, and plan for realistic 
change. Finally, several of the rules developed by the GISD 
working group are oriented toward organizational learning pro-
tocols, such as: be inclusive, and check assumptions.

KEY INSIGHTS

The first key insight from the GISD working group is that the 
changes in mission and context require a rethink of incumbent 
assumptions, towards an innovation approach that integrates 
the legacy CA experience with re-invigorated partnerships, re-
vitalized expertise, and further capacity and review of missions. 
For the US near-term, the “government spending” model is ob-
solete.  Recommendations that would substitute for US-taxpay-
er funded stabilization include engagement with stakeholders, 
capital or funding sources, and regulatory mechanisms. 

A second recommendation is to employ Civil Affairs “inte-
grators” able to manage complex projects at the sector and 
policy levels, as well as specialists with specific expertise ‘on the 
ground’.

A third is to define and package projects that can be taken over 
by appropriate others with resources and expertise. It is import-
ant to know what functions and projects can garner outside 
resources compared to those that cannot or for which partner-
ship would be inappropriate

Finally, the GISD working group advocates that Civil Affairs 
enable reach back to civil society, academe, and convener 
organizations for talent and also for available models of policy 
coordination and innovation to engage, emulate, and extend. 
For example, there is opportunity to identify and adapt models 
public-private partnerships that can bring additional talent to 
address challenges that extend beyond the scope and remit of 
state actors alone.
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